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Chare

Chare A

```cpp
void entryMethod_1() {
    doSomeWork();
    MyMessage msg = new MyMessage();
    B.entryMethod_2(msg); // returns immediately
doMoreWork();
}
void entryMethod_3(int var1, float var2) { ... }
```

Chare B

```cpp
void entryMethod_2(MyMessage *msg) {
    delete msg;
    int myInt = 4;
    float myFloat = 3.14f;
    A.entryMethod_3(myInt, myFloat);
}
```
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**FIGURE 2.1:** Chares for a 2D Stencil computation and their mapping to physical processors
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**FIGURE 2.2:** Decomposition in traditional MPI versus CHARM++
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FIGURE 2.3: Use of interaction objects for force calculations in LeanMD
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FIGURE 2.6: BitVector Indexing of Chares for AMR